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A proposal team is a temporary organization created for the purpose of 
communicating a research agenda to a funding agency.

Minimum requirements for effective functioning of our teams:

• Create a name and shared identity for the team.
• Establish an organization chart.
• Agree on a document sharing platform (e.g., Box.com).
• Agree on a style guide (e.g., typeface, headings, margins).
• Agree on a citation management system.
• Agree on a communications protocol.

Every proposal team 
operates in crisis.
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Cognitive

Affective
Conative

Three Aspects of the Mind

FEELING
• Attitude
• Values
• Motivation
• Emotion

THINKING
• What you know.
• Improves with 

experience and 
education.

• “Intelligence”
DOING
• Instinctive behavior

Get to know your teammates…
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Conative Conflict
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Strategies for Reducing Conative Stress in My Classroom

• Increase level of detail in the syllabus
• Publish a schedule weekly, giving students at least two 

weeks notice on learning activities
• Be explicit about activities or areas that will remain 

flexible.
• Emphasize that students can deviate from my plan, but 

they can also stick to my guidelines .
• Introduce students to Conation (raise the conflict to a 

conscious level).





Marisa Lopez
Civil Engineering Student, ASU

Intern Engineer, APS
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Scale model of electrical 
conduit, suspended from 

highway bridge deck.



“XX and I worked well 
together on the proposal but 
clash heavily during 
production. It is interesting to 
see how some people 
complement each other in 
some areas and clash in 
others. We all do our part, 
just in different ways.”



“This proposal is so unorganized!”

Halden: “Why can’t I propose to 
bring a Brazilian boys choir up to 
Phoenix for three days to illustrate 
a point about urban metabolism?”

Seager: “Because our proposal is 
due at the NSF tomorrow.”


